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Sonova announces changes to the Management Board 
 

Stäfa (Switzerland), March 31, 2016 – Sonova Holding AG, the world’s leading provider of hearing 

solutions, announces today changes to its Management Board to further support the continued 

growth of the Group and exploit synergies across its global businesses. As a result, the size of 

the Management Board will be reduced from a total of thirteen to ten members, effective April 1, 

2016. 

 

Lukas Braunschweiler, CEO of Sonova, commented the changes as follows, “With our business growing, 

we need to continuously increase the dedication to our customers and expand our services. At the same 

time, we need to remain agile in our ever-changing markets and exploit organizational synergies thus 

continuously improving our efficiency and productivity. By taking these steps, we are positioning our 

company for continued growth and performance.” 

 

Sonova decided to group the three hearing instruments wholesale regions Americas, Europe and Asia in 

one global “Hearing Instruments – Wholesale” function. Claude Diversi, currently Vice President 

Wholesale Europe & South America, will assume this new global responsibility for the wholesale of 

Phonak, Unitron and Hansaton, a role for which he is very well placed considering his past successes 

and his deep understanding of the company. 

 

As a consequence, Albert Lim, currently Vice President Wholesale Asia Pacific, will report to Mr. Diversi. 

Mr. Paul Thompson, currently head of Region North & Central America, will assume special assignments 

for strategic tasks of the Group. 

Andi Vonlanthen, currently Group Vice President R&D, will assume a broader role, adding the Science & 
Technology function to his responsibilities and further reinforcing product R&D and innovation as one of 
the core pillars and growth drivers for Sonova. As a consequence, Stefan Launer, currently Vice 
President Science & Technology, will report to Mr. Vonlanthen, effective April 1, 2016. 

"I am confident that the new set-up will further support the continued growth of our company, expanding 
our market positions and delivering the most innovative solutions for our customers in a world that has 
become more connected,”  added Lukas Braunschweiler.  

Effective April 1, 2016, the Sonova Management Board consists of the following members: Lukas 
Braunschweiler (CEO), Hartwig Grevener (CFO), Sarah Kreienbühl (GVP HRM & COM), Franz 
Petermann (SVP HI Retail), Claude Diversi (GVP HI Wholesale), Martin Grieder (GVP HI Phonak), Jan 
Metzdorff (SVP HI Unitron/Hansaton), Hans-Jürg Emch (GVP CI), Andi Vonlanthen (GVP R&D/S&T), and 
Hans Mehl (GVP OPS & IT) 

– End – 
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Contacts:   

Investor Relations 

Thomas Bernhardsgrütter 

Phone +41 58 928 33 44 

Mobile +41 79 618 28 07 

Email thomas.bernhardsgruetter@sonova.com 

 Media Relations 

Michael Isaac 

Phone +41 58 928 33 24 

Mobile +41 79 420 29 56 

Email michael.isaac@sonova.com 

 

 

 

 
Disclaimer 

This Media Release contains forward-looking statements, which offer no guarantee with regard to future performance. These statements are 

made on the basis of management’s views and assumptions regarding future events and business performance at the time the statements 

are made. They are subject to risks and uncertainties including, but not confined to, future global economic conditions, exchange rates, legal 

provisions, market conditions, activities by competitors and other factors outside Sonova’s control. Should one or more of these risks or un-

certainties materialize or should underlying assumptions prove incorrect, actual outcomes may vary materially from those forecasted or 

expected. Each forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date of the particular statement, and Sonova undertakes no obligation to 

publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements, except as required by law. 

 

 

About Sonova 

Sonova, headquartered in Stäfa, Switzerland, is the leading manufacturer of innovative hearing care solutions. The Group operates through 

its core business brands Phonak, Unitron, Advanced Bionics and Connect Hearing. Sonova offers its customers one of the most 

comprehensive product portfolios in the industry – from hearing instruments to cochlear implants to wireless communication solutions. 

Founded in 1947, the Group is currently present in over 90 countries across the globe and has a workforce of over 10,000 dedicated 

employees. Sonova generated sales of CHF 2.0 billion in the financial year 2014/15 and a net profit of CHF 368 million. Across all 

businesses, and by  supporting the Hear the World Foundation, Sonova pursues its vision of a world where everyone enjoys the delight of 

hearing and therefore lives a life without limitations. 

 

For more information please visit www.sonova.com and www.hear-the-world.com. 

 

Sonova shares (ticker symbol: SOON, Security no: 1254978, ISIN: CH1012549785) have been listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange since 

1994. The securities of Sonova have not been and will not be registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the 

“U.S. Securities Act”), or under the applicable securities laws of any state of the United States of America, and may not be offered 

or sold in the United States of America except pursuant to an exemption from the registration requirements under the U.S. 

Securities Act and in compliance with applicable state securities laws, or outside the United States of America to non-U.S. Persons 

in reliance on Regulation S under the U.S. Securities Act. 

 


